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Dear Magnus, 

I have heard rather desultorily from Randolph and might see him when in 
London, though it seems only if we ' re willing to sacrifice an evening with 
Jake or at the theatre (or both) by listening to an MDC man at the "SA 
Group" chez Donald Woods . Not sure I can bear another insurgent explaining 
how they'll be cleaning the augean stables (only to to be observed, shortly 
thereafter , getting their own fingers well and truly sullied with the 
pickings) . I fear I may have distressed Randolph by saying as much . 

* 
* 

* 
* 

* * * * * * * 

n the Transkei, I think you ' re right on all accounts - save the small 
etail that R does not, so far as I know, speak (isi)Xhosa . He did do 

sterling work there, and did envisage adhesion to the ARM of any converts, 
including Sabata. So, of course , did Lang, who positively swelled at the 
thought . It didn ' t happen, of course . Somehow, R was blinded by 
Duncan-inspired anti-congressism to the p~ll of the two poles of the 
Transkei ANC represented by Mandela (Royal) and Govan Mbeki (populist). 
ence Sabata ' s eventual declaration of faith in the ANC and transportation 
o exile and (?drink induced) death in Lusaka. 

One interesting point you may wish to pursue . If, as you say, it is true 
that Watson was one of those who went with Ron occasion , there should be 
somewhere in the FO files or in MI6 a report on prospects in that part of 
the world c .1963/4. That might also give you another clue as to where W 
might be located. 

* * 
* 

* * * * * * * 

It seems one result of the Cohens ' visit here was Derek ' s conversion to the 
trotinette (pavement scooter) that Muriel & I have been using to get about 
here, in Paris and in London . He tells me in an email that he'll be 
returning with one , acquired in Mainz, with which to wow staid academe . 

Yours, 

Neville 

-, 

,rz. 
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